PRESENTED BY DRAKE WELL MUSEUM & PARK

Lantern Tours
AT HISTORIC PITHOLE CITY

Saturday, Oct. 12
Guided Tours will be held from
6:30 PM - 9:30 PM

Advance Tickets Online
at www.drakewell.org
Adults (12+) $10 • Youth (3-11) $8
14118 PITHOLE ROAD
PLEASANTVILLE, PA
814 • 827 • 2797

NIGHTTIME LIVING HISTORY TOUR
FREE ADMISSION TO EXHIBITS
LIVE 19TH CENTURY MUSIC
3-CARD MONTE

FEATURING:
HAWK’S SMOKEHOUSE FOOD TRUCK

RAIN OR SHINE. Tours last approximately 1.5 hours and cover nearly 1.5 miles and includes hills. A flashlight, sturdy shoes, and weather appropriate clothing are strongly recommended.